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We   regret   that   some of   the pages  in  the microfiche 
copy of  this report may not be up to the  proper 
legibility  standards,   even though the best  possible 
copy was  used  for  preparing  the master fiche. 

1.    The present paper pose3 the question what rosponsibiliti03 and encouragement 

should bo gl van to trade unions in developing countries in order to make thorn willing 

and able to offer a constructivo contribution t^ tho industrial development of -hoir 

countries.    Points of departure frr tho analysis will be s .mc  of the most important 

trado union functions,  such as organization building,  collective bargaining, grievanco 

handling, implementing uni ^n wagos policy,  initiating an'", administration of social, 

co-oporativc an''', educational  services and,   finally, participation in drawing up and 

itnplom nting a national plan for economic development.    Particular attention is paid 

tr- iaeues which may caus. conflicts  ~f interest amonç unions, management and Govoremont 

2. One condition f~r positive and constructivo contributions from tho union movement 

is naturally that  the 'r-~o.nizational units are built and administorod in a way which 

mjota tho requirements  ^f a dynamic industrial society.    To: often, howovor, political, 

roli-jious, ethnic -">r ^thor divisions within developing: nati ns raise  obstacles in tho 

path of buildinr such rr.janizations.    No universal solution t - this problem cculd be 

found, but it is sueste1, ti at the lastin" solutions will bo those based on persuasion 

rather than   m force,    Sovcmnunt e^uld -nc^ura-e uni'n 'uilòin-; by pronrtino; in 

various ways t>-e establishment  -f an industrial relati .-ns system where roprosontativo 

uni^n bodies are ?iven a clearly defined r<~lo.    Support ah-oul'". also bo .jivon to 

establishing borderline  aforoem^nts, c-^les of inter-uni"n c nduct and joint committocs 

of trado unions, measures that nay represent the first stc^s in the lono, but nocoaeary 

amnlçamation prccoaa. 

3. The industrial  relations system ecu.1, be built on :it' ,r collective agroemeirt, 

lo.iialation «r a combination  :f ^oth.    In contrast t- paternalistic attitudes, whiefc 

are emmon in employers ~f 'ovolo-irvT countries,  the systen should lofino tho rights 

and roaponaiMlitiea of b~th parti.,3 on the basis of equality an-1 resect.    It is 

•portiaularly important to industrial peace and co-operation that definito pr^ooduroa 

bo laid d-wn trr uni n roco/T3r\iti-n and f-r handling' Triovancos within   tk* «stabliahaont. 

/... 
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To facilitate the introduction of new methods of production without dangerous clashes 

of interest,  it might also be in the interest of both parties to rebate, by collective 

agreement, the procedures for job transfers,  layoffs, hiring and recruitment. 

Because of the great disparity in bargaining power between the parties, however, 

union interests in this field may sometimes have to be protected by legislative 

measures. 
U.      Apart from promoting good industrial relations ana higher productivity in the 

industrial enterprises this co-operation will also enable the 'onions to play a 

vital role in the social development of the emerging industrial communities.    For 

many workers of developing countries, industrial employment entails unfamiliar 

problems of subordination and discipline as well as the disruption of family relations 

and traditional values.    Trade union organizations provide a frame-work for new 

social relationships and values and give the members a feeling of security, mutual 

belonging and participation in the industrialized society at the same time as they 

represent a legitimate outlet for protest. 
5. In the eyes of union members, the chief role of the movement is to press for 

improved standards of remuneration and for equitable income differentials between 

different groups.    A number of factors decide whether or not the wage policy adopted 

by a certain union will have a favourable effect on the progress and direction of 

industrialization.    Some of the most important ones are the level and rise of 

productivity, international competition, the national structure of incomes and 

employment and Government policy in the fields of taxation and economic development 

planning. 
6. The aims of unions, employers and Governments are interdependent in the sense that 

the wage policy of one party affects, directly or indirectly, the conditions for 

the policy of the other parties.    In developing countries, where the role of 

Government must inelude a very wide range of responsibilities, it may prove feasible 

A.. 

i 
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to join the three parties in discussions on the principles of a possible national 

wages policy.      This would be particularly useful in countries which have engaged in 

comprehensive development planning.      In order to avoid exploitation of labour and 

unfair competition between employers, it may also be in the interest of all parties 

to legislate strong codes prohibiting unfair labour practices and establishing 

minimum wage standards. 

7.      The living standards of union members may also be considerably improved by 

means of various co-operative development projects.      Being indigenous institutions 

with their roots in the traditional society,  trade unions are particularly well 

suited to finding ways of activating production and savings even in the rural aector 

and may thus contribute to establishing the missing link between the urban and the 

rural economies.      Examples of suitable fields for trade union co-operative activities 

are distribution, transport,   catering, housing and credit.      The membership of union 

co-operatives need not be limited to union members but could also include family 

members,  fanners, unions etc.      Contributions of a similar nature are made in the 

fields of social securitv,  health and recreation services.      Of particular importance 

in this connexion is the t*-»de union education work which also serves the purpose of 

promoting the spirit and unity ->f the movement.      A growing number of unions in 

developing countries also engage in running vocational training programmes which are 

of extreme importance for the employment of both skilled and unskilled workers. 

8.      All such institutions represent pioneering achievements which will promote a 

stable and productive labour force at the same time as they help the workers adjust 

to the new and unfamiliar environment of an industrial society.      Since very few unions 

in developing countries are well enough equipped to cope with more than the day-to-day 

matters of administration and collective bargaining, it may be necessary for 

Governments and International organizations to encourage and support co-operative 

and social development programmes by providing a substantial amount of loans, training 

and advice. 

A.. 
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9. Hovovor,  tho nost vr.lur.Uo contribution to tho ocaso  of ooonotaic dovolopmont 

that tho trade union movant could offer consists in tho prlioicol thrust and 

spirit of nation-building, an olom nt which is nocossary to proteo an all-out 

offert by tho members -f tho  ;ntiro oommunity.    This notivation is no* so easily 

created, a fact which has boon illustrated in a numbor of dovolopins countries V 

moro or loss sorious clashos Uotwoon Oovornwmts and union movom^nts.    It is oftoi. 

a l.)nnthy and cumbersome proooss which requires that Government and union loadors 

domonstrato oonsidorablo pationco and mutual rospoct. 

10. A forum for «ach discussions has toon croatod in a numbor of developing ow.r;, 

by way of oonsultativo committcos f-r dovolopmont planning   To tho union loadors, 

thoso oommittoos offor an opportunity to l3ot acquaintod with tho whole ran^o of 

probloms involved in ooonomio dovolopmont and t- lot tho plannore know tho viows c,: 

orsanizod labour on mattors rolatod t- manp-vor planning incorno distribution, 

pricos oto.    To Government, tho oommittoos roprosont an avonuo for -Taininr;, throu^ 

tho union loaders, widoaproad popular support for tho objectives of tho development 

plans.    Thoso of foots will only bo achiovod, howovor, if planners pay particular 

attention to labour mattors and if sufficient tino and off-rt aro sp.nt on tho 

important task of explaining tho complex relationships -f oconomio T^wth to tho 

layman roprosontativos in tho plernins oommittooa- 
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Introduction 
1.       The principal functions of a trade union organization are to protect the 

economic and social interests of its members and to work for the improvement of 

their standards of living through collective bargaining with employers and through 

organized pressure on the government and other institutions in society. Promoting 

new industries and increasing the productivity of existing ones are not primary 

tasks for the union movement, and thus it is cannon to regard the unions as a result 

of industrial development rather than as an active force in the industrialization 

process, both indirectly and directly, however, the activities of trade unions have 

far-reaching effects on the pace and direction of industrialization. Indirectly, the 

pressure for higher living standards among the workers affects industrialization 

through its effect on production costs as well as through the growth of consumer 

markets. It is also an element in the social developments and adjustments prerequisite 

to harmonious economic development. Directly, the unions may influence the course of 

industrialization by preparing a psychological and political basis for increased pro- 

duction i in some countries, they may even be able to contribute to development by 

starting enterprises of their own. 

2.       The purpose of this paper is to discuss sene of the most iwportant effects 

which the existence and activities of trade unions will have on the industrializa- 

tion process. The focus of the discussion will be the question: what responsibilities 

and encouragement should be given to trade unions in developing countries in order 

to make them willing and able to offer a constructive contribution to the industrial 

development of their countries? Particular attention will be paid to issues which 

may cause conflicts of interest among unions, management and government. The trade 

union functions that will be discussed are union organizing, grievance handling and 

negotiations at the plant level, wag« policy, cc-operativ« development and educa- 

tional and political activities. 
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Trade Union Structure 
3.       One condition for positive and constructive contributions from the union move- 

ment to industrial development is that the organizational units are built and ad- 

ministered in a way which meets the requirements of a dynamic industrial society. 

Inefficient administration and lack of organizational discipline are common problems 

in the early stages of union building (the effects of these shortcomings on various 

fields of union activity will be dealt with in other sections of the present paper). 

Obstacles of similar importance will in a number of developing countries be caused 

by a union structure which allows too much competition and rivalry among different 

unions within the same enterprise or makes it difficult to develop a common national 

union policy on such matters as w.^ges and conditions of work. 

••.       Organizational weakness due to inter-union rivalry or extreme decentralization 

of decision-making are difficulties that are well-known from a number of industrialized 

countries. Conflicting principles of organization, sudi as craft unions versus 

industrial unions, or religious and political differences, have sometimes made it 

more difficult to build up an efficient industrial relations machinery. In a great 

number of developing countries, however, the problem of trade union structure still 

represents a decisive obstacle in the path of creating good relations between labour 

on one hand and management and government on the other. Political, ethnic, religious 

and social divisions within the population are sharply reflected in fragmentation of 

the trade union movements. In addition, many of the national federations are made up 

of autonomous enterprise unions, the membership of which is confined to cne industrial 

concern or establishment. 

5. As a consequence of these divisions, inter-únion conflict may arise over such 

issues as recruitment and job allocation, wage differentials etc. Competition between 

different unions within the same enterprise may force up wage claims above what is 

realistic and make it difficult to introduce new methods of production. Lack of co- 

ordination of union efforts will enhance existing differences in wages and working 

conditions in the country and dilute union contribution to national economic planning. 

6. It is often tempting for employers and governments to react to such actual 

or potential impediments to industrial progress by using strong-arm methods designed 

to break or control the unions. Often inter-union disputes have caused governments to 

introduce restrictions on the freedom to organize or have been used as an excuse to 
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incose such limitations, The• problems underlying the disputes will not be solved, 

however, by measures aiming to suppress the symptoms. Very often such solutions 

will give rise to frustration and protest that may eventually find other and more 

violent outlets. In the long run, therefore, the lasting solution will be one based 

on persuasion and mutual consent rather than on force. 

7. How a structural reform of the trade union movement is to be encouraged is a 

delicate matter, and it is quite evident that there is no universal solution to be 

found. One necessary condition is a purposeful industrial relations machinery, in 

which unions are given their proper responsibility. In exercising this responsibility, 

union leaders will better appreciate the advantages of co-operation within the move- 

ment. Possible ways of encouraging structural reforms are represented by government 

mediation and by the services of international organizations. In not a few cases, 

encouragement along these lines has produced such results as borderline agreements, 

codes of inter-union conduct and joint trade union committees on matters of common 

interest, measures that may be introduced as a first step in the long but necessary 

amalgamation process. Experience has also shown the usefulness of legislation making 

recognition of a union compulsory for the employer onoe a certain number of union 

followers have been enlisted. 

labour-management relations at the plant level 
8. One of the most important functions of the union movement in the process of 

industrial development is to help the workers in their adjustment to industrial 

life. For many members of the growing working class of developing countries, 
industrial employment entails not only new functions, new environment and unfamiliar 

problems of subordination and discipline but also the disruption of social ties with 

family and relatives, and of traditional values and codes of behaviour. Ine trade 

union organisations provide a frame-work for new social relationships and values, 

a frame-work which is uniquely suited to giving the members a feeling of security, 

mutual belonging and participation in the industrialized society. 

9. fief ore any trade unions emerged, some of these functions may have been ful- 

filled by tribal or religious groupings, as has beer the esse in the mining and 

plantation industries of some African countries. But those groupings were soon con- 

sidered to be insufficient as instruments for organized protest against unacceptable 
working conditions and for improving the living standards of the members. Full 
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adjustment to industrial liie evidently required an organizational frame-work which 

gave roan for other tnan merely social and beneficial functions. 

1Ü.      lo facilitate finding compromise solutions that are acceptable to both sides 

of industry, some sort of indus trial relations machinery has  to be established at 

the plant or establisnment level. Ine machinery consists of agreed procedures for 

dealing with matters under dispute and usually of an enumeration of items which may 

or may not be maoe subject to negotiations. If the machinery is to result in a 

positive contribution to industrial development on the part of the unions, the two 

parties snould negotiate on an equal footing, and the agreements should be 

scrupulously respected. Ihese two conditions, however, are too often far from 

fulfilled. 

11. One aspect of local union-management relations of particular importance in the 

context of industrial development is the settlement of disputes with supervisors 

about such present matters as the interpretation of rules or contracts, the fixing 

of standard tasks and maintenance of discipline. It is not uncommon in developing 

countries tnat occasional grievances of this type cause a greater over-all loss of 

man-cays due to strikes than is caused by disagreements in the process of collective 

bargaining. Lven in countries where the right to strike has been restricted, spon- 

taneous work stoppages may still oe sparked off by local grievances. 

12. Ihere are many reasons for these imperfections in industrial relations at the 

plant level. Ine most important one is usually the lack of experience and tact on 

botn sides of industry in handling the§e often very délicat» matters. Lven though 

union leaders may have to bear their part of the responsibility for calling the 

workers to strike, it must be noted that when it comes to human relations, super- 

visory standards are often abysmally low. No attempts are made by management to 

araw up a consistent personnel policy, let alone to make it known and accepted by 

tne employees. Ihis negligence, together with a persistent paternalistic nanagemnt 

attitude towards the workers, represents a serious impediment to progress in 

developing countries. In the words of the Director-General of the IM), "pater- 

nalistic attitudes on the part of management, together with inability or reluctance 

to understand the human and personnel aspects of industrial management, »ay well 

serve to aggravate the resistance of workers to the industrial environment and lead 
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to expressions of protest against discipline and working conditions." 

13.      To remedy these defects, both union and management officials at all levels 

must be trained in the technique and spirit of handling industrial relations in the 

enterprise. In some cases, the formation of employers' organizations has brought 

about ¡xrxuniform and consistent personnel policies, particularly in medium-scale 

and smaller enterprises, but such organizations are naturally no guarantee of 

improved relations between unions and management. Government labour officers could 

also be helpful in certain circumstances in bringing about improved relations. 

Finally, procedures for handling grievances should be regulated by agreement between 

union and management, specifying which officials should be responsible for adjudicat- 

ing the grievance and the time limit within which a decision has to be taken or the 

complaint has to be referred to the next higher level. An important standard-setting 

work in this field has been initiated by the ILO through the preparation of two 

recommendations on the examination of grievances and communications within the 

undertaking. It should be no tea, however, that even where such grievance procedures 

have been established, strikes may still occur because the different steps in the 

procedure have been too vaguely described or the time limits are too distant. 

IH.     Union-management co-operation in matters of personnel policy is particularly 

vital to the industrialization process when it cones to introducing new methods of 

production. Reference has already been made to the case where inter-union conflicts 

raise obstacles in the way of transferring jobs or tasks fron one group of workers 

to another. Widely known incidents of this type have occurred, e.g. in the Zambian 

raining industry, where the European mine workers union for a long tine resisted 

mwriiQeimnt efforts to buak down skilled jobs and hand then over to African workers. 

Resistance to the introduction of new Methods is naturally particularly strong when 

these methods lead to increased unenployasnt. The protracted and wide-spread strikes 

in the Indian textile industry in 1955-56 could be cited ss an example of such pro- 

blesa. In this case, moreover, the rationalisation .efforts wars straigly'banked by 

%pprt of the Director-General to the 50th session, Part I, 
* *       ' ' '    ' ' * *  *     % p. 63 
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15. In many industrialized countries, the risks of such disturbances have been 

gradually reduced over the years by means of agreed procedures for hiring and firing, 

transfer ana retraining of workers etc. In the USA, for instance, collective agree- 

ments based on seniority rules very often lay down procedures for promotions and 

lay-offs. In Scandinavia, on the other hand, where unemployment is no serious 

problem, procedures for work-studies, piece-rate fixing and other rationalization 

methods have been given greater attention in the collective agreements. 

16. It is difficult to make sudi agreements work in countries where unemployment 

is rampant and both unions and management lack the necessary skills in handling 

industrial relations. The advice of government labour officers or of experts fron 

international organizations may sometimes be necessary for bringing the two sides 

of industry together in a compromise solution to these problems. Employers and 

liberal economists generally object to legislation, limiting the right of the 

employer to freely recruit and discharge labour, but there is evidence which 

suggests that such measures may be beneficial in developing countries, compelling 

the employers to select and train their workers more carefully and also reducing 
(2) a bit the disparity in bargaining power be :\*en the two parties. 

Union wage policy and development 

17. In Ute eyes of most union members, the chief role of the union soveeant is to 

press for improved standards of remuneration. Trade union wags policy has two aiss: 

first to secure as large a share as possible of the national product, and second to 

divide this share among the members in a way which can be regarded as équitable. 

The outcome of the unions" efforts to achieve these ends may effect the progress 

and direction of industrial development in different ways, depending en the con- 

ditions existing in the particular country at the .given point of tie». In the 

following discussion of how these different factor«, outfit to be taken into account 

by unions, employers and government, the two ais« of raising the general usee level 

and of creating an equitable wees structure win-be dealt with separately. 

18.     It is obvious that the objective of raising the general wage level is not in 

conflict with the goal of economic development. Indeed, the ultimate aim of develoo- 

(2) 
See for instance Frederick H. Harbison's conclusions on Egypt in Galanten, 
Labor and Economic Development, p. 182, New York (1959) 
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ment efforts undertaken by most governments is to inprove the standard of living of 

the population. Increased capacity to consume among wide layers of the people is 

necessary both for maintaining social harmony and for creating markets which can 

provide a basis for further economic expansion. Too great disparities in the distri- 

bution of income between those who own the means of production and those who are 

employed may put a braice on economic development, as has been the case, for example 

in some of the Latin American countries. 

19.     But it is also clear that there are limits beyond which wage increases may 

become such a burden to production that they create an impediment to industrializa- 

tion. Since industrial product prices in developing countries are mainly determined 

by international competition, excessive wage increases may either price the local 

producers out of the markets or reduce the capacity for further investment. Moreover, 

if labour costs per unit of production increase faster than unit capital costs, there 

will be an incentive for employers to substituí» machinery for labour. In countries 

where labour is abundant and capital scarce, this may mean a wasteful use of the 

national resources, and thus be contrary to the objectives of balanced economic 

growth. 

20. In the context of national development planning, there is also a risk involved 

in letting the wages of the minority employed in the modem sector rise very far 

above the income level that exists in the traditional sector of the economy, i.e. 

in subsistence farming. Such discrepancies will ferment social unrest and dissatis- 

faction and result in increased migration from the countryside to urban unemployment 

areas. Development planners and politicians therefore often disapprove of a rate of 

wage increase which is higher than the growth of agricultural productivity. 

21. The validity of these arguments against a rapid rats of wage increases varies 

from one country to the other. For instance, there are cases when capital owners 

spend their profits on imported luxury goods or transfer the« abroad. In such a 

may reduce expatriation of profits and give an impetus to pro- 

ducers of local goods. If this affect is to spread throughout the whole economy, 

however» closer links must be created between the modern and the traditional sectors. 

This could be achieved by creating better marketing and distribution facilities for 

local agriculture (cf. paragraph 34) and by improving the competitiveness of local 

production in relation to imported goods. 
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22. tegardless of whether the money remains in the country or not, there is also 

the important aspect of equitability as far as the income distribution is concerned. 

No trade union leader could escape criticism freni his members should the union 

renounce wage increases in a case where this would only serve to make a rich over- 

class even richer. An acceptable solution to such a dilemma might be achieved if 

government increased the profit tax and used the revenue for social and economic 

development schemes, but governments in developing countries often hesitate to 

introduce a taxation that may discourage foreign investors. 

23. In cases whet« profits are not excessive, there may be reason to argue that 

wage increases should keep pace with productivity increases. As long as this condi- 

tion is met, wage increases will ge. «rally neither reduce the international com- 

petitiveness nor encourage the use of an unduly capital-intensive technology, 

however, wage increases are often a stimulus towards rationalization and improved 

productivity, and great care must be taken so as not to loose this stimulus. Such 

factors as improved education and vocational training, stable conditions of employ- 

ment, increased nutritional and housing standards, have proved to be decisive for 

the productivity of labour and it would be a dangerous mistake to assume that high 

productivity could be achieved at low wage levels. 
(3) 

2H.     Regarding the income gap between farmers and workers, it should be noted that 

at least seme income differential is necessary in order to induce workers not only 

to take up industrial employment, but also to sever their ties with farming. If 

these ties are not entirely disconnected, there will always be occasions, for 

instance during harvesting seasons, when it pays to return temporarily to farming. 

Another fact that mußt be taken into account is that settled life in an industrial 

society entails considerable expenditure on a number of items which are either free 

or undervalued in the subsistence sector, such as housing, transport, food, enter- 

tainment of relative«, etc. If the labour force is to commit itself permanently 

to industrial employment, it may thus be necessary to maintain an income 

differential which at face value appears to be quite wide. 

(3) 

Geneva (196«0 

and Economi 
er Galensòn 
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25. When it cones to the question of wage structure, union wage policies are less 

uniform, varying with the structure of the movement, traditional and institutional 

factors, etc. Fran the point of view of industrialization, the objectives of wage 

differentiation could be described as allocation of sufficient numbers of people 

to all types of jobs, motivation of efforts and satisfaction and adjustment among 

all groups of employees. 

26. In most developing countries skill differentials are considerably wider than 

those existing in industrialized countries, and union policy is often aimed at re- 

ducing those differentials. This policy is not necessarily contrary to the objective 

of recruiting qualified staff. In many developing countries, differentials between 

qualified and unskilled jobs have been inflated by acute shortages of educated man- 

power. In addition, in some countries a legacy from the "colonial wage structure" 

still provides an excessive bonus for functions which were originally performed by 

expatriate colonial servants. These differentials are often so excessive that they 

could very well be reduced considerably without any risk of discouraging recruitment. 

27. Inter-industry or inter-enterprise differentials are also subject to levelling 

efforts from the unions, which argue that equal pay should be offered for equal 

work, regardless of the type of industry or the geographical region. Such equalizing 

efforts may encourage rationalization in the low-productive industries, but they may 

also cause temporary difficulties of the type described in the context of the general 

wage level, particularly in economically backward regions. On the ether hand, how- 

ever, if the unions should only be successful in raising wages in the larger 

industrial enterprises, in civil service or in companies belonging to the employers 

organizations, this would havesserious consequences on the structure of industriali- 

zation and on the competitiveness of different industries. In order to avoid dual 

wage standards discriminating against large-scale enterprises or organized employers, 

it may be necessary for the government to help the unions by legislating strong 

codes prohibiting unfair labour practices and establishing naLninum wage standards, 

or by extending through legislation the coverage of collective agreements to other 

than organized employers. 

28.     From the point of view of industrial development, it is desirable that the 

systems of payment be constructed in such a way as to encourage effort and pro- 

ductivity. This dees not mean that payment must inevitably vary with output, but 
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rather that the systems should previde possibilities for wage increases or promotion 

to those employees who work hardest and most efficiently. A number of systems now 

in use offer insufficient incentives for individual or group efforts, for instance 

the job contracting system, used in sane plantation and building industries. Here 

the job contractor acts as an agent between the enterprise and the worker. Other 

examples are payment systems which contain a long range of increments based on 

seniority rather than on skills and effort. Even a number of so-called incentive 

pay systems could be criticized for producing too little motivation among the 

employees. Ihe way in which this motivation is to be created is a question which 

nust be solved from case to case, taking into account the particular task* concerned 

as well as the attitudes and patterns of behavior of the workers. Naturally it is 

the task of the trade unions together with employers to find a solution to this 
problem. 

29. What has now been said indicates that a number of different factors decide 

whether or not the union wage policy will have a favourable effect on the progress 

and direction of industrialization. It is also clear that the aims and activities 

of unions, employers and governments are interdependent in the sense that the policy 

of one party will affect, directly or indirectly, the conditions for the wage policy 

of the otner parties. This is true particularly in countries which have engaged in 
conprehensive development planning. In these countries the wage policy of unie« 
may be decisive for the success of the development plans. 

30. It is easy for politicians and development planners in such a case to leave 

wage increase, out of the <ievelop»nt plans and to ask union leader« in the intmt 

of econome development to refrain from pressing wage claims. The case of the 

•uccessful g««»! strike in Nigeria in 196* may be instructive a. an example of 

what could happen if the aspiration, of the worker, are clamp* down too bn.qu.ly, 

it result* in a serious loss of prestige for the politician, and it changed the 

conditions for a developsuit plan which had already been approved. An approach 
which is being tried in seme countries and which may prove more fruitful in the 

long n» is to join the three parties in discutons on the principle, and condition, 
for a national wag. policy. The talk, should not aim in th. firet instance at 

reaching any binding agree»«* but should clarify the portion taken by each party 
on a numi«, of i»m». «| ««. ^ to foiWtn. ^^^ <* ^ othfr ^^ 

.to various measure, titan in the proems, of colley bargaining, legUlaticn or 
development planning. 
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Social and co-operative development 

31. The objective of improving the standard of living of union members car. Le 

achieved in ways other than through negotiations with employers on wages, hours and 

working conditions, both in industrialized and developing countries unions make 

substantial contributions to the economic development of their countries by producing, 

on their own or in collaboration with co-operative societies, goods and services 

which would not otherwise be available to the members. The instances of Israel and 

Scandinavia may be cited as particularly well-known examples of such co-operation. 

32. A number of different motives may cause unions to engage in such activities. 

Monopolies or absence of local production may make certain goods or services un- 

necessarily expensive to the members. The political spirit of nation-building or 

the feeling that economic development is too slow to allow a satisfactory rate of 

wage increases are other factors which may evoke interest in co-operative develop- 

ment. Finally there is the desire to create new jobs and to elaborate show-piece 

personnel policies and production methods. 

33. Consumer co-operatives are sometimes: initiated by trade unions in mining or 

plantation townships where retail trade is in the hands of either the big companies 

or a cartel of local traders. Such co-operative ventures, which may include catering, 

transport and retail services, are relatively easy for the union to manage by itself. 

Quite often their membership is not restricted to wage earners but will also include 

such groups as co-operative farming societies. 

34. More extensive activities may develop, particularly in the larger urban areas, 

and in such cases it may be more feasible for the co-operatives to form their own 

organizations, independently administered but still supported by the unions. In 

developing countries it may be necessary for those organizations to build up an 

entirely new network for purchasing, transport, storing and distribution in order 

to mobilize a local production potential which has so far not been well enough 

organized to compete with imported goods. In this way the unions may contribute to 

establishing the missing link between the rural and urban economies which was 

referred to in paragraph 21 and which is a necessary prerequisite for balanced 
(4) 

development of both agriculture and industry. 

(«O 
Cf.Yair Levy, The Contribution of Co-operation and Trade Unionism to Improved 
Urban-Bural Relations, international Lah«i^ RìWìPM. vol .93T fin.fir (Ww f.T,m» 1966) 
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30.      Co-operative banks may prove technically too difficult even for a national 

confederation of unions to establish but tnere are examples of successful attempts, 

for instance the Arimecabad Textile Workers' Union in India and the General Union of 

Tunisian Workers  (UGTT) in Tunisia. In a number of other developing countries a 

beginning has been made by way of co-operative credit unions of varying sizes and 

levels of ambition. All these organizations represent avenues of mobilizing local 

savings, an objective which must be given high priority by all developing countries 

wnicn do not wish to rely too heavily on foreign capital. 

36.      In the field of housing construction private enterprise in developing 

countries is often more interested in office buildings or luxury villas than in 

low-cost housing for workers, by relying on local building materials and to sane 

extent also on organised self-help activities,(5) union housing construction co- 

operatives may cut production costs appreciably at the same time as they give a 

boost to local production and employment. Capital for projects of this type has in 

some cases been raised through co-operative savings funds, in other cases through 

loans or gifts, for instance fron international trade union and co-operative organiza- 
tions. 

37.      Very few examples have so far been attempted in developing countries in the 

field of trade union engagement in industrial manufacturing enterprise. Such 

ventures could be started at a very small scale, for example in connection with 

other union-supported schemes in the fields of consumer co-operatives or vocational 

training. Other ways in which unions could participate directly in industrial 

management could be tried for example by letting the unions lease publicly-owned 

enterprises along lines similar to these tried in Yugoslavia. On the whole, however, 

governments in developing countries are rather conservative in managing their own 

companies, and few attempts are made to invite the unions to play the role of 

partners and owners rather than the traditional one of counterpart in an economic 
conflict of interests. 

(5) 

Í^L^.-üülT Kl^W'fìg ínjftfrjT. AFRO Research Bulletin, issued by the 
international Conlederaticf» of fiZ «U Union. (ICFIU), Lag« (April 1965) 
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38. Important contributions to economic and social development are made both in 

industrialized and developing countries through social security systems, unemploy- 

ment insurance and health and recreation services that are administered either by 

the unions or by unions and management jointly. Though developing countries may not 

be able to afford to offer such services to all their citizens, the institutions 

created by the unions represent pioneering achievements which will promote a stable 

and productive labour-force at the same time as they produce a fund of experience 

which can be consulted when new measures are being considered in the field of social 

legislation. 

39. Mother field where unions could make important contributions to development 

is that of vocational training. Public facilities for such training are usually 

underdimensioned in developing countries, and most of the workers are trained by 

the large companies. Insufficient numbers of skilled workers, technicians and 

supervisors will many times discourage the use of labour-intensive techniques, 

which often require rather large numbers of skilled personnel.        A high level of 

public vocational training, combined with continuous on-the-job training within the 

enterprises, is necessary in order to achieve an industrial growth rate which will 

expand employment at the same time as it allows both wages and capital accumulation 

to increase. 

»•0.     There are many instances of unions running or co-operating with governments 

and employers in the management of vocational training institutions. An advantage 

of such institutions as compared to the training provided by employers is that a 

broader range of skills may be included in the training than just those which are 

required in a particular job or enterprise. Another advantage is that training 

could also be given to workers employed in small-scale industries and to self- 

employed artisans, two groups which could play a vital role in the process of 

economic development. 

HI.     It may be concluded that trade unions could act as very powerful instruments 

for mobilizing both material and human resources, being indigenous institutions 

Cf. Gus Edoren.^Tha Bralottnent Problem in Tropical Africa. Intercide*» Labour ff» W^^^^lg)1^1^ AfF*Cft> 
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with their roots in the traditional society, they may be particularly well suited 

to finding ways of activating production and savings even in the rural sector. Fran 

within their ranks they will be able to bring forward the managerial talents 

necessary for all economic progress. Ihrough the savings and devotrd work of the 

union members within the co-operative movement what is paid out as wages in the 

modern sector of the economy will create new goods and services which will 

ultimately benefit all citizens. In performing these tasks, the union movement 

will also help the workers adjust to the new and unfamiliar institutions of an 
industrial society. 

•»2.     It is obvious, however, that a large proportion of the unions in developing 

countries are so ill-equipped and weak that they have great difficulties even in 

coping with present matters of administration and collective bargaining, let alone 

getting engaged in any co-operative development work. A certain amount of support 

in various ways will therefore be necessary if the unions are to be able to engage 

in co-operative development projects. îhis support could be of a direct material 

nature, such as government subsidies to cover the expenses of training programmes 

or loans and administrative assistance to co-operative societies. The most important 

method of direct support is generally that of training and instruction furnished 

by government co-operative officers as well as by international organizations. 

«*3.     Indirect support may also be required, for instance, legislation facilitating 

the establishment of trade union co-operatives. In some countries official support 

is given to the check-off system for collection of union dues in order to stabilize 

the financial basis of the movement. In other instances legislation prescribes that 

a certain portion of union income be devoted to welfare activities, co-operative 
development, etc. It is doubtful, however, whether such prescriptions will be 

instrumental in bringing about the desired development projects. Besides, union 

organizing and bargaining involves different amounts of overhead expenditure at 

different levels of union development in different industries, and a prescription 

of this nature will therefore distribute the burden of savings unevenly among 
different unions. 

ttw political element of fryde un¿"fBTr 

•W.     In practically all countries where trade unions have emerged, the spirit and 

unity of the movement have in part osen derived fro* an element of political protest. 
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The unions have protested against economic and political privileges and called for 

universal suffrage, in colonial territories also for political independence. Some 

observers have expressed rather critical views on the persistent political pre- 

occupation of unions in developing countries, since this keeps the unions from 

efficiently performing their industrial role. But the political spirit is what gave 

rise to many union movements, and particularly in developing countries current 

political issues affect the situation of the individual worker in such a way that 

he would find it highly unnatural if his union were constantly to avoid taking a 

stand on political matter«. This political spirit, if directed towards the goals 

of rapid economic progress and social harmony, should in fact be regarded as one 

of the most valuable elements of the union role in promoting development, contri- 

buting the thrust and motivation necessary to produce an all-out effort by the 

members of the entire community, 

"45.     An important function in this connection is the educational work within the 

union movement. These activities, together with the practice of democratic principles 

of decision-making and modern methods of administration, represent a momentous con- 

tribution to the building of a unified and democratic basis for emerging nations. 

At the same time, trade union work and education will produce leaders and cadres 

who can also play a valuable political role outside the union movement, for instance 

in political parties, co-operatives, educational associations etc. Trade union 

educational work is at present carried out all over the world, and in developing 

countries it is supported by governments, international trade union organizations 

and by the ILO. Much of the organizational weakness of union movements in developing 

countries could be eliminated, if assistance to such educational activities could be 

increased. 

>t6.     For a government wishing to rally the support of the union movement for a 

programme of economic development, it is naturally most advantageous if the political 

thrust of the movement is not quenched but is instead directed by consensus of 

opinion towards an overriding national goal. There are many different procedures 

which can be used for seeking such a consensus, but in order to avoid misunder- 

standings and place both sides on equal footing, it is often wise to give the 

discussions a regular and systematic form. This is best done if the unions, to- 

gether with other popular and business groups, are invited to participate in drawing 

up and implementing economic development plans. In a growing nu&ber of developing 
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countries, union representatives are sitting together with representatives of other 

interests in conmittees charged with tne responsibility for drafting a envelopment 
plan ana its component parts,  ine experience gained in this work suggests the 
following remarks. 

47.      First, the unions should be invited to participate in planning at eacn 

successive stage of the process. In a number of cases the survey of national resources 

and the analysis of the conditions for growth «v. been carriea out before the union 

leaders have been given a cnance to present their views. If the outline of the plan 

xs made known to the union representatives only at such an advanced stage that there 

are no alternatives other than accepting or rejecting the outline, it is more diffi- 

cult to reach full acceptance and understanding. In countries where plans are not 

only indicative but are fully or partially implanted by political bodies, it is 

also desirable that the unions be represented even at the executive stage, both at 
the national and the local levels. 

•»8.     Second, economic planners should pay more attention to those aspects of 

economic progress which have an indiate bearing an employment, wages and social 

development. Such matters are very often regarded by planners as secondary effects 

of development rather than objectives or strategic determinants of development. Ih. 

role of wages and social conditions in economic development should be discussed and 

illustrated, and different alternatives of development, aiming at different employ- 
ment targets, should be elaborated in order to show the effects of different 

policies of investment, wages, taxation etc. At an early stage in the preparatory 

work a manpower plan should ba drawn up in close consultation with the two side, 

of industry, and during the later stag« in the d^lope-nt process the question 

of a national wages policy (see paragraph 30) could be discussed in the light of 
the knowledge gained during the discussions. 

W.     Third, and perhaps most important, the educational value of breed participa- 

tion in development planning should not be underestimated. It may .«iti», be 

r*1h.r difficult and time-consuming to explain the cc.pl« »laticmhip. of eecnosic 

growth in enough detail so that layman repre^tative. in planning «-It*, are 

«de fully aware of the implications of all the decision, they are «ed. psrty tx> 
TM. -«* recare a considerable amount of ti» and pmml bedly nJTfor 

other tasks. But gen.ro» and pati«* instruction will not »s« a wa.te of re^yr« 
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il this enables the union representatives to better spread such information to 

their members. This dissemination effect is indeed one of the reasons why popular 

groups should be represented in the planning committees, and no effort should be 

spared in making it as widely felt as possible. 

SO.     Reference has been made to the problem of finding principles for a national 

wage policy. This ie a problem which may not be regarded as urgent in sane developed 

market economies, but in developing countries, particularly those which have under- 

taken comprehensive development planning, wage policy matters cannot so easily be 

regarded as the exclusive domain of the negotiating parties. The government plays 

such a dominant role in a developing economy, both as administrator and as large- 

scale employer, that its policies will in one way or another affect the conditions 

of wage negotiations. In fact, its intervention may of necessity at tiroes be so 

great as to stretch the limics of toleration of Western viewers accustomed to more 

lirai ted governtjb.ntal activity. 

SI.     On the basis of the conditions existing in each country, a balance must be 

sought between the desire of government and management to create greater investment 

capacity and the unions   pressure for higher wages* This balance cannot be struck 

by force, for instance by a government decree that unions should cease to ask for 

better wages and working conditions and instead devote their energy to persuading 

the members to work harder in the interest of national economic progress. Such 

policies, if adopted, would deprive the unions of their chief role as a genuine 

and democratic voice expressing the aspirations of their members. As long as there 

are economic and social inequities in society, workers will continue to demand 

improved living conditions. If the democratic means of expressing these demands 

are suppressed, protest may find other ani mors destructive outlets, lhis funda- 

mental force in trade unionism suet be understood.and respected if the union move- 

ment is to be brought forward to mike ite maximum contribution to the cause of 

MMMlt 
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